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The PETS newest acquisition is the body ofKalgoorlie single truck car No. 4. It is seen here being
lifted from the semi-trailer at Mussel Pool on 14
AugUSt 1989.
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Steam tram engine "John Bull" and Dundee steam tram trailer 21 at the National
Tramway Museum, Crich, on 10 April 1989.
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Top: Ex-Melbourne L class 103 sits on the depot fan at Haddon during pointwork
testing.
Bottom: Ballarat bogie car 36 in operation on the TMSV's line at Bylands on
24 September 1989.
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SYDNEY TRAM COLOUR SCHEMES
By William M. Denham
Through the years of tramway research the
historians have generally passed over the details
of the colour schemes applied to the Sydney
trams during the tramway era. Little was ever
related of the steam tram era; the cable cars
were generally grouped with the electric stock.
In this regard it was usually thought sufficient to
refer to colour schemes in four main groupings:— varnish/maroon; chocolate and cream;
olive, fawn and grey, and cream and green.
More recently this has been found to be only
part of the story. As the date for the opening of
the new museum at Loftus drew ever closer, the
Sydney Tramway Museum was offered a
donation of funds to enable the Display Hall
area to be made presentable for public
inspection, the exhibit area to be finalised and
major exhibits, at least, to be given cosmetic
paint treatment. The first car chosen to be
repainted in this new session was the scrubber D
car 134s. This emerged from the paintshop in
cream and green. Most observers criticised the
green colour as being much too dark, but the
Paintshop Supervisor, Norm Chinn, was able to
produce evidence from the Tramway Files in the
State Archives to support the colours. Further
examination of the question of colours disclosed
that the scrubber cars were usually painted in
the darker colour for practical reasons. They
were run for longer periods between visits to the
paintshop than were the lighter coloured
passenger cars. It was also discovered that the D
cars were mainly painted in the repair shop and
not the paint shop. Strict tradesman hierarchy
dictated that only senior or special staff could
apply gold lettering and certain signwritten
lining. For this reason the D cars were returned
to service with plain cream numbers and "No
Passengers" signs while the black separation
lines were absent.
Norm Chirm's next endeavour was with the
museum's oldest electric tram, C class car No.
290. At this stage it was determined that the
whole fleet of trams would be restored to colour
schemes appropriate to the general period of the
structural condition of the class in question. For
this reason, No. 290, with its enclosed ends
would have to represent the 1908-1916 period of
chocolate and cream, and C car No. 29, when
returned from "The Old Spaghetti Factory"
restaurant, would be open-fronted and in the
1896-1908 varnish or maroon colours.
An official photograph of C car No. 6, a sister
car to No. 290, in closed front form was

examined in detail and from the limited
knowledge then available it was determined that
the car body was in a deep chocolate colour
relieved with deep cream (later defined as
"buff). The colours of the roof and the
underframe and truck were still not resolved
when the body was ready for lining out. A
chance observation by Norm's elderly father,
himself a former tramway employee, disclosed
that the trucks were "shop grey". This tallied
with the photos and explained the "light colour"
which appeared on the truck and lifeguards.
Removal of underframe fittings revealed bright
red gloss finish paint; the possible area of red
was traced by observing a good print of the
official glass plate negative. When the truck was
cleaned down and experimentally painted in the
grey on hand, being the grey of the olive, fawn
and grey scheme, two important factors
emerged. Even when freshly painted the truck
seemed as though the tram had been out running
on a dusty road. Little effort was needed to
realise that in the period that these colours were
used the tram would have operated over
unsealed macadamised roads and the grey
colour would have concealed the road grime
thrown up by the passage of the tram.
The other observation made, while the truck
was being stripped down, was the presence of a
strong tar-like smell. Examination of the paint
scrapings would reveal that in later years the
truck was painted with bituminous black paint —
obviously introduced to conceal the effects of the
tar thrown up onto the tram trucks as tar sealing
of roadways came into vogue. Later information
would come to hand to confirm that the choice
of mid grey for the floors and cream for the roof
was close to the mark.
With the C car nearing completion, efforts
were then directed at the K class car 1296, to
have its olive, fawn and grey paint scheme
revived. Before any final work was done on the
car, the historical investigation took a strange
twist. Although Randwick Tramway Workshops
had closed for that purpose after February 1961,
the area, in gradually shrinking form, continued
as a workshop for the Public Transport
Commission/State Rail Authority/Urban Transit Authority until the mid 1980s. At this stage,
demolition of many of the remaining major
buildings was planned.
Before any work was commenced, however,
an offer by the Sydney Tramway Museum to
explore the Workshops for Industrial Archaeo3

